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And Now For Something Completely 
Different: Recursion 
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Lectures 10-12: Plan 

• Recursion: basic examples and definition 
• Fibonacci 

• factorial 

 
• Binary search - revisited 

 
• Sorting 

• Quick-Sort 

• Merge-Sort 

 
• Improving recursion with memoization 

 
• Towers of Hanoi 
• The monster of Hanoi nightmare 
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Recursion: Definition and First Example 
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Fibonacci Numbers 
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Recursion and Convergence 

At first sight, one may suspect that recursive definitions like these will 
lead nowhere. Or in other words, that they are cyclical and will never 
converge.  This surely is not the case, and for specific instances one 
can simply run the code and get the (correct) answers. 
 
>>> factorial(19) 

121645100408832000 

>>> fibonacci(20) 

10946 

 
There are two keys to correct design of recursive functions: 

1. Have a base case (one or more), which is the halting condition 
(no deeper recursion). In the factorial example, the base case 
was the condition n==0. In the Fibonacci example, it was n<=1. 

2. Make sure that all executions, or “runs", of the recursion, will 
actually lead to one of these base cases. 
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Recursion and Cyclicity 

Recursive definitions that are cyclical will naturally not converge. 
A famous example is the following “dictionary definition" of 
recursion: 

 
Recursion   
    recursion 
    n. Mathematics 
        See "Recursion". 
        [from Latin recursus, past participle of recurrere, to run 
          back; see recur.] 

 

You may also explore Google's version. 
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https://www.google.co.il/search?q=recursion&rlz=1C1CHBD_enIL713IL713&oq=recursion&aqs=chrome.0.69i59j69i60j0l4.1497j0j9&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8


Choice of Base Cases 

Recursive definitions that are seemingly proper may in fact diverge 
(lead to an infinite recursion), due to unforeseen conditions in 
which the base cases are never reached.  

Consider, for example, the factorial function: 

 
>>> factorial(1.9) 

>>> factorial(-1) 

 

Both lead to an infinite recursive calls sequence. 

 

(How would you fix it? Does it need fixing in the first place?) 
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x = factorial(2) 

factorial(2) 

    if n==0: 

        return 1 

    return n* factorial(1) 

    

factorial(1) 

    if n==0: 

        return 1 

    return n* factorial(0) 

 

factorial(0) 

    if n==0: 

        return 1 

1 

2 

1 

n=2 

n=1 

n=0 

What Happens at Run Time? 

For example, here is a record of the execution for factorial(2): 



Recursion Trees 
Recursion trees are a common visual representation of a recursive 
process. For example, here is the recursion tree for fibonacci, for 
n=6: 
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Recursion Trees 
Typically the order of calls from each node is from left to right. 
 
Two special types of nodes in the tree are the root of the tree (a 
node without a "parent"), and a leaf (a node without children). 
There is exactly one root, but there can be many leaves. 
 
Recursion trees enable a better understanding of the recursive 
process, complexity analyses, and may help designing recursive 
solutions. Two important notions in this context are: 
 
• Time complexity: the total amount of time spent in the whole 

tree. 
• Recursion depth: the maximal length of a path from root to leaf. 

This is also the maximal number of recursive calls that are 
simultaneously open. 
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Binary Search, Revisited 

We saw an iterative version of binary search. 
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 def binary_search(lst, key): 

     """ iterative binary search. lst must be sorted """ 

     n = len(lst) 

     left = 0 

     right = n-1 

 

     while left <= right : 

           middle = (right + left)//2 # middle rounded down 

          if key == lst[middle]:      # item found 

               return middle 

          elif key < lst[middle]:  # item not in top half 

               right = middle-1 

          else:                    # item not in bottom half 

               left = middle+1 

     #print(key, "not found") 

     return None 



Binary Search, Recursively 

Here is a recursive implementation of the same task. This code 
follows the iterative code closely. It passes the key, the original list 
and two indices (left, right) that indicate the sub-list on which the 
search is limited to at each step. 
 
 
def rec_binary_search(lst, key, left, right): 
    """ recursive binary search. 
        passing lower and upper indices """ 
    if left > right : 
        return None 
 
    middle = (left + right)//2 
 
    if key == lst[middle]: 
        return middle 
 
    elif key < lst[middle]: # item cannot be in top half 
        return rec_binary_search(lst, key, left, middle-1) 
 
    else:                   # item cannot be in bottom half 
        return rec_binary_search(lst, key, middle+1, right) 
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Recursive Binary Search, Example Runs 
>>> import random 

>>> L = [random.randrange(10**10) for i in range(10**5)] 

>>> L = sorted(L) 

 

>>> rec_binary_search(L, L[17], 0, len(L)-1) 

17 

>>> rec_binary_search(L, -1, 0, len(L)-1) 

>>>   (None returned) 

 

 
In order to track (and understand) the execution process, we will add 
some printouts at the beginning of each iteration: 
 

   print("left=", left, "middle=", middle, "right=", right) 

   print("middle element=", lst[middle]) 

 

We will call this version rec_display_binary_search. Note that it 
must recursively call its own version. 
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Recursive Binary Search, Example Runs 
>>> L = [random.randrange(1000) for i in range(100)] 

>>> L = sorted(L) 

>>> L 

[10, 12, 15, 27, 47, 47, 50, 54, 62, 69, 82, 82, 86, 96, 97, 97, 

108, 114, 121, 133, 146, 158, 180, 198, 204, 217, 220, 224, 229, 

233, 238, 266, 273, 276, 298, 300, 322, 325, 363, 367, 374, 376, 

393, 415, 428, 430, 436, 438, 460, 463, 463, 471, 486, 502, 528, 

536, 539, 546, 550, 579, 582, 604, 611, 622, 624, 627, 631, 657, 

658, 693, 696, 699, 701, 718, 724, 727, 736, 754, 756, 777, 777, 

778, 783, 787, 801, 819, 820, 825, 837, 843, 867, 872, 904, 906, 

915, 923, 940, 961, 962, 983] 

 

>>> rec_display_binary_search(L, 224, 0, len(L)-1) 

left= 0 middle= 49 right= 99 

middle element= 463 

left= 0 middle= 24 right= 48 

middle element= 204 

left= 25 middle= 36 right= 48 

middle element= 322 

left= 25 middle= 30 right= 35 

middle element= 238 

left= 25 middle= 27 right= 29 

middle element= 224 

27 16 



Recursive Binary Search, Example Runs 
>>> L 

[10, 12, 15, 27, 47, 47, 50, 54, 62, 69, 82, 82, 86, 96, 97, 97, 

108, 114, 121, 133, 146, 158, 180, 198, 204, 217, 220, 224, 229, 

233, 238, 266, 273, 276, 298, 300, 322, 325, 363, 367, 374, 376, 

393, 415, 428, 430, 436, 438, 460, 463, 463, 471, 486, 502, 528, 

536, 539, 546, 550, 579, 582, 604, 611, 622, 624, 627, 631, 657, 

658, 693, 696, 699, 701, 718, 724, 727, 736, 754, 756, 777, 777, 

778, 783, 787, 801, 819, 820, 825, 837, 843, 867, 872, 904, 906, 

915, 923, 940, 961, 962, 983] 

 

>>> rec_display_binary_search(L, 225, 0, len(L)-1) 

left= 0 middle= 49 right= 99 

middle element= 463 

left= 0 middle= 24 right= 48 

middle element= 204 

left= 25 middle= 36 right= 48 

middle element= 322 

left= 25 middle= 30 right= 35 

middle element= 238 

left= 25 middle= 27 right= 29 

middle element= 224 

left= 28 middle= 28 right= 29 

middle element= 229 
17 
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Recursive vs. Non-Recursive Binary 
Search, Time Measurements 

 

 

>>> elapsed("binary_search(L, 225)", number=10000) 

0.279320936475969 

 

>>> elapsed(rec_binary_search(L, 225, 0, len(L)-1)", number=10000) 

0.4138023609301591  

 

• Almost 50% slower 

• This is because each call requires some maintenance operations 
(setting up a new environment in memory). 

• So typically there is a substantial overhead to using recursion.  

• In the binary search case, it is totally unjustified. However, we will see 
cases in which a recursive solution is much much easier to develop. 
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The good ole non-recursive binary search 



Another version using Slicing 

The recursive version of binary search uses two additional 
parameters (left and right indices). 
 
This is not very convenient nor is it elegant. The user of the 
function should not be bothered to provide these parameters, as 
they are not really part of the problem's input.  
 
One way to sort this out, is to use slicing (next slide).  
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Binary Search, Recursively, Using Slicing 
• To discard the need to pass the left and right boundaries in every call, we 

can use slicing.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Note that the middle here is not the same middle as in the previous 
version 

• This simpler code, however, contains a BUG!!  Can you find it? 
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def rec_slice_binary_search(lst, key): 

    n = len(lst) 

    if n<=0: 

       return None 

 

    if key == lst[n//2]: 

       return n//2 

 

    elif key < lst[n//2]: # item cannot be in top half 

       return rec_slice_binary_search(lst[0:n//2], key) 

 

    else : # item cannot be in bottom half 

       return rec_slice_binary_search(lst[n//2+1:n], key)   



Binary Search, Recursively, Using Slicing 
Corrected version 
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def rec_slice_binary_search(lst, key): 

    n = len(lst) 

    if n<=0: 

       return None 

 

    if key == lst[n//2]: 

       return n//2 

 

    elif key < lst[n//2]: #cannot be in top-half 

       return rec_slice_binary_search(lst[0:n//2], key) 

 

    else : # item cannot be in bottom half 

       tmp = rec_slice_binary_search(lst[n//2+1:n], key) 

       if tmp == None: 

          return None 

       else: 

          return tmp + n//2 + 1 

           



Binary Search, w/wo slicing 
Let's put the two functions to the test of the clock. We will search an item that is not in 
the list, to probe the worst case: 
 

>>> L = [i for i in range(10**2)] 

>>> elapsed("rec_binary_search(L, -1, 0, len(L)-1)", number=10000) 

0.42144972166283881 

>>> elapsed("rec_slice_binary_search(L, -1)", number=10000) 

0.32818034663824847 

 
It looks like we won twice – got rid of the additional parameters and even earned some 
valuable running time. But look at what happens on larger lists: 

>>> L = [i for i in range(10**6)] 

>>> elapsed("rec_binary_search(L, -1, 0, len(L)-1)", number=10000) 

0.5389703501914767 

>>> elapsed("rec_slice_binary_search(L, -1)", number=10000) 

158.83537091870977 

 

Here, the sliced version is approximately 300 times slower than the non-sliced version in 
the worst case.  
Food for thought: Why? What is the complexity of the sliced recursive version? Hint: Each 
slicing allocates new memory locations 
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Binary Search w/wo Slicing - 
Complexity Analysis 

On the board. 

 

The essential ingredient is the complexity of a single step in the 
sliced vs. un-sliced versions. 

 

(the number of iterations is surely not the cause for the 
differences). 
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Envelope Functions 

An alternative, and much better way to discard the additional 
parameters (left and right) is to use envelope functions, 
whose role is to "set the stage" for the "real" recursive functions: 
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def env_binary_search(lst, key): 

    """ calls recursive binary search 

        lst better be sorted """ 

    n = len(lst) 

    return rec_binary_search(lst, key, 0, n-1) 



Sorting 
As we saw, binary search requires preprocessing - sorting. 
We have seen one simple sorting algorithm – selection sort, 
with time complexity O(n2).  
 
We will now see another approach to sorting (out of very 
many), called quicksort, which employs both randomization 
and recursion. 
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(Contents include Game Board, 6 Moving Pieces, 6 Tile Holders, 30 

Colored Tiles, Over 300 Topic Cards, 

Sand Timer & Instructions. For 2 to 6 players, ages 12 & up.) 



Quicksort - Description 
• Our input is an unsorted list, say 
 [28, 12, 32, 27, 10, 12, 44, 20, 26, 6, 20, 21] 

 
• We choose a pivot element, simply one of the elements in the list. For 

example, suppose we chose 20 (the second occurrence). 
• We now compare all elements in the list to the pivot. We create three 

new lists, termed smaller, equal, greater. Each element from the 
original list is placed in exactly one of these three lists, depending on 
its size with respect to the pivot. 
 
o smaller = [12, 10, 12, 6] 
o equal = [20, 20] 
o greater = [28, 32, 27, 44, 26, 21] 

 
• Note that the equal list contains at least one element, and that both 

smaller and greater are strictly shorter than the original list (why is 
this important?) 26 



Quicksort - Description (cont.) 
• What do we do next?  

• We recursively sort the sublists smaller and greater 
• And then we append the three lists, in order (recall that in Python + 

means append for lists). Note that equal need not be sorted. 

 
 return quicksort(smaller) + equal + quicksort(greater) 

 
• quicksort(smaller) = [6, 10, 12, 12]. 
        equal = [20, 20]. 
        quicksort(greater) = [21, 26, 27, 28, 32, 44]. 
 
        [6, 10, 12, 12] + [20, 20] + [21, 26, 27, 28, 32, 44] 
 = [6, 10, 12, 12, 20, 20, 21, 26, 27, 28, 32, 44] 
 

•  The original list was 
    [28, 12, 32, 27, 10, 12, 44, 20, 26, 6, 20, 21] 
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Quicksort: A Graphical Depiction 
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Quicksort: Python Code 
import random # a package for (pseudo) random generation 

 

def quicksort(lst): 

    if len(lst) <= 1: # empty lists or length one lists 

        return lst 

    else: 

        pivot = random.choice(lst) # random element from lst 

 

        smaller = [elem for elem in lst if elem < pivot] 

        equal = [elem for elem in lst if elem == pivot] 

        greater = [elem for elem in lst if elem > pivot] 

                             # ain't these selections neat? 

 

        return quicksort(smaller) + equal + quicksort(greater) 

                             # two recursive calls 
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The Use of List Comprehension 

• The use of list comprehension is a very convenient mechanism for 
writing code, and Python is extremely good at it. 
 

• This convenience is good for quickly developing code. It also helps to 
develop correct code. But this simplicity and elegance do not 
necessarily imply an efficient execution. 
 

• For example, our quicksort algorithm goes three times over the original 
list. Furthermore, it allocates new memory for the three sublists.  
• There are versions of quicksort that go over the list only once, and swap 

original list elements inplace, reusing the same memory. These versions 
are more efficient, yet more error prone and generally take longer to 
develop. 

• Eventually you will choose, on a case by case basis, which style of 
programming to use. 
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Quicksort: Convergence and 
Correctness 

Base cases: If the list is either empty or of length one, we do not 
recurse but return the list itself (in both cases, such lists are 
sorted). 
 
Convergence: Each time we make a recursive call, its argument 
(either smaller or greater) is strictly shorter than the current list. 
When the length hits zero or one, we are at a base case. Thus the 
quicksort algorithm always converges (no infinite executions). 
 
Correctness: An inductive argument: 
    If smaller and greater are sorted, then 
 
         quicksort(smaller) + equal + quicksort(larger) 
 
is a sorted list. Its elements are the same as the original list 
(multiplicities included), so the outcome is the original list, sorted.    

QED 
31 



Quicksort: Complexity 

To analyze the time complexity of quicksort, we will use recursion 
trees. 
 
Let's recall this notion first. 
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Recursion Trees (reminder) 
Recursion trees are a common visual representation of a recursive 
process. For example, here is the recursion tree for fibonacci, for 
n=6: 
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Recursion Trees 
Typically the order of calls from each node is from left to right. 
 
Two special types of nodes in the tree are the root of the tree (a 
node without a "parent"), and a leaf (a node without children). 
There is exactly one root, but there can be many leaves. 
 
Recursion trees enable a better understanding of the recursive 
process, complexity analyses, and may help designing recursive 
solutions. Two important notions in this context are: 
 
• Time complexity: the total amount of time spent in the whole 

tree. 
• Recursion depth: the maximal length of a path from root to leaf. 

This is also the maximal number of recursive calls that are 
simultaneously open. 
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Recursion Trees 

• Recursion depth – distance from root to deepest leaf 
• corresponds to maximal number of recursive calls that are open simultaneously 

• too many such calls may cause memory overload (will discuss this soon) 
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• depth of this tree = 5 

• for input n the depth is n-1 = O(n) 



Recursion Trees 

• Time complexity – overall number of operations in the whole tree 
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Quicksort: Complexity (worst case) 
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Quicksort: Complexity (best case) 
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Quicksort: Complexity (average) 
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Deterministic Quicksort 
• We could take the element with the first, last, middle or any other 

index in the list as the pivot.  
 

• For example: 
   pivot = lst[0] 

 
 

• This would usually work well (assuming some random distribution 
of input lists).  
 

• However, in some cases this choice would lead to poor 
performance (even though the algorithm will always converge). 
 

• For example,  if the input list is already sorted or close to sorted, 
and the pivot is the first or last element). 
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